ACTION BY THE GENERAL MANAGER
Of the Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority (GBRA)
Modifying the January 26, 2012, Order
Establishing a No-Wake Speed Area on a Portion of Lake Dunlap

WHEREAS, the Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority (GBRA) was created under Article XVI, Section 59 of the Texas Constitution; and

WHEREAS, one of the purposes of GBRA is the protection and development of water resources of the Guadalupe River Basin; and

WHEREAS, GBRA is the owner and operator of Lake Dunlap a hydroelectric lake located in Comal and Guadalupe Counties, Texas; and

WHEREAS, GBRA finds that it is in the interest of public safety to restrict the use of a portion of Lake Dunlap; and

WHEREAS, GBRA is authorized under Section 31.092 of the Parks and Wildlife Code to establish restrictions on lakes operated by GBRA.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the General Manager of the Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority, in accordance with GBRA Board Resolution approved January 18, 2012, does hereby issue this order modifying the January 26, 2012, Order establishing a no-wake speed area on a portion of Lake Dunlap. It is ordered that the existing no-wake speed area shall be modified as identified by buoys, to protect public safety. It is further ordered that upon the buoy marking of the modified no-wake speed area, the existing no-wake speed area covering both sides of the lower portion of Lake Dunlap shall be removed. It is further ordered that no buoy placed by GBRA may be relocated or modified without the written permission by GBRA; and it is further ordered that the existing restricted area marked by buoys and located within 200 feet of the Lake Dunlap Dam remains in force and no public use or water craft is allowed within this area.

EFFECTIVE NOON, August 10, 2012 the following restriction applies to the eastern portion of lower Lake Dunlap as identified by buoys:

No-Wake Speed Area (as shown on the attached Exhibit)

Violation of this restriction is a Class C misdemeanor and is punishable by a fine of $25 to $500.

\[Signature\]
W.E. West, Jr., General Manager

\[Date\]
8/7/12